
Biden's legacy will be the "Gaslight President", because it’s absolutely a ‘corrupt” Presidency. 

https://oversight.house.gov/wp-content/uploads/2022/11/Interim-Staff-Report-A-President-

Compromised-The-Biden-Family-Investigation.pdf 

Reading through the 31 page report dated November 17th 2022 by the “Committee on Oversight 

& Reform” five months after its release I have more questions than answers except for one. My 

first thought was "is this a leak? Is this a joke? or is this smoke? "While I was being facetious a 

few weeks ago when I asked if there existed any person surnamed Biden who was not on the 

corruption payroll? I no longer have to ask that particular question… 

This report indicates the “Committee” has not only the “smoking gun”, but ALL of the smoking 

guns on Hunter Biden and by proxy all others surnamed Biden. The investigation that started as 

an inquiry into Big Tech and the increasing control they exercise over American dialogue and 

information sharing, particularly one story that became the target the Oct 2020 New York Post 

story on the laptop previously belonging to Hunter Biden. 

REMEMBER Election 2020? 

“My son, my family will not be involved in any business, any enterprise that is in conflict with or 

appears to be in conflict, where there’s appropriate distance from the presidency and 

government,” Biden said. 

In January 2023, the House Committee officially began its investigation, almost 2 months post 

this "interim report". 

https://apnews.com/article/biden-technology-politics-united-states-government-us-department-

of-the-treasury-b80e36533fa8da85199fe397d2b50d85 

 

Timing is everything given the trajectory toward financial crisis (the great reset), WWIII well on 

its way, and mass pandemic fraud, this report got no time in the MSM. 

MSM are to their credit to this point covering the 4 potential slaps on the wrist of the Biden 

Prince Hunter. 

• three charges related to tax fraud two misdemeanour counts for failing to file taxes and 

one felony count of tax evasion related to a business expense 

• possibly one charge for allegedly lying on a federal form related to a 2018 gun purchase 

in Delaware 

Meanwhile evidence obtained by the Committee on Oversight and Reform Republicans shows: 

• President Joe Biden has participated in his family’s global business ventures with 

America’s adversaries 
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• He has misused his public positions to further his family’s financial interests creating 

the potential to be susceptible to influence, blackmail, or extortion by foreign entities, 

including the Chinese Communist Party 

• Hunter Biden’s abandoned laptop, as well as information from whistleblowers, reveals 

a decade-long pattern of influence peddling, national security risks, and political 

cover-ups.  

• Biden family members used their connections with Joe Biden to enrich themselves 

• During the final weeks of the 2020 election, the media’s response to Hunter’s abandoned 

laptop—full of documents, suspicious business deals & details, worth millions of 

dollars was not to report it, but to hide it 

• Big Tech actively suppressed this information on social media 

• Twitter blocked users from posting links to stories about the laptop; it even locked the 

New York Post 

• Facebook used its algorithms to limit the spread 

• Former Intelligence officials now television pundits—labeled the Hunter Biden laptop 

story as Russian disinformation. 

The Committee also uncovered evidence demonstrating: 

• deliberate, repeated deception of the American people, 

• abuse of the Executive Branch for personal gain, 

• use of government power to obstruct the investigation and prevent transparency, 

• potential violations of the United States Constitution’s Foreign Emoluments Clause 

After starting to review a complete copy of the laptop, they expanded the investigation based 

on: 



1. The Treasury Department’s Refusal to Provide Suspicious Activity Reports (SARS) 

Suggests Obstruction

 

 

2. Big Tech’s Censorship Raises Questions About Helping the Biden Campaign  

3. The Investigation Has Expanded to Include Biden Family Members and Associates Profiting 

Off Public Office 

4. Uncovering Joe Biden’s Involvement in and Knowledge of Hunters Business Deals 

5. Matter of National Security: The Biden’s Connections to Russia and Ukraine Raise 

Questions Regarding Sanctions 

6. Matter of National Security: The President’s Ties to China and the Chinese Communist 

Party Raise Questions of Conflicts of Interest 

I concur with their statement, they are FINALLY saying out loud and confirming what we all 

knew and got punished for reporting: “The President has exposed the United States to national 

security risks that could be leveraged by your enemies to undermine the Office of the 

President.  



In my best “SHAMWOW” voice, oh but wait… there’s more! 

 

The Committee is fully aware of the existence of additional evidence implicating the Biden family 

business ventures but has been obstructed in attempts to obtain the information: 

• To date, Committee members have sent over 100 document requests to numerous 

entities, including the White House and Department of Treasury, 

• The Committee has not received a single document from the Administration 

• Department of Treasury (Janet Yellen) is in possession of at least 150 Suspicious Activity 

Reports. Despite numerous formal requests, despite decades of precedent, the Biden 

Administration changed policy and now refuses to produce Biden family SARs or 

to make them available for Committee investigators 

• President Biden and his Administration are committing obstruction 

• The President misled the American people during his 2020 campaign 

• They continue to be untruthful 

 

 
What you have so far is an insult, a Department of Justice contemplating 4 possible charges, two 

misdemeanours and two felonies, including lying on a federal form to obtain a firearm? It was 

such an insult an IRS member of the investigatory committee has had enough, and is blowing the 

whistle:  https://apnews.com/article/hunter-biden-irs-whistleblower-joe-biden-investigation-

ce0c0769e61e7b5886af37a0cfa7cc32 
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Fact: President Biden has no clothes, and no legitimate place in office. The threat is real, the 

danger is real, and so is the urgency. Who has any teeth, Where can American’s expect any 

enforcement when the current “guardians of law, order, Justice and the Constitution” have all 

failed upwards to their lofty and profitable syndicate protection statuses? 

Now that the truth is finally being said out loud, the real answer to who has any teeth lies deep in 

the realm of “Constitutional Historians”. The likes of Karl Rove and his puppet Mr Cheney 

understand still do, it is how this entire mess has been allowed to manifest in the fogs of old 

“Reconstruction Acts” and “jurisdictions”, between "martial rule and martial law". Speaker of 

the House Kevin McCarthy could end it all with a single statement, he knows it. But, under the 

Karl Rove principle of “continuity of government” Congress is always closed by the statement 

“Closed Sine Dei” (without day) which preserves the continuity of the current (fraudulent) 

jurisdiction. It would end the moment he closed congress with the statement “I close Congress 

Dejure” but that is another whole story. 

 

There is no time left to “Rubberneck” … 

 

Sources:  

https://www.vanityfair.com/news/2023/04/federal-prosecutors-are-considering-four-charges-

against-hunter-biden/amp 

https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/justice-department/federal-prosecutors-hunter-biden-taxes-

gun-charge-rcna80692 

https://apnews.com/article/hunter-biden-irs-whistleblower-joe-biden-investigation-

ce0c0769e61e7b5886af37a0cfa7cc32 
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